Limited ONE-DAY Program specifically for Antepartum and Triage

OB ULTRASOUND
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AFFORDABLE TRAINING
Expand and Add this Billable Skill to Your Practice
Meets AWHONN Criteria for Limited Ultrasound Didactic Education.
GET “Up-Close” Experience with the Fetal Phantom
*Comprehensive Skill Review and Registration Discount when you combine with the EFM Review

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Those performing limited fetal assessment: Office, Clinic, L&D, & Triage Nurses
Midwives - WHNPs - MDs - PAs
ALL Those Interested in Advanced and Billable Skills!

Visit our website & register on-line for this seminar as part of our complete Ultimate Ultrasound Training Program
www.proedcenter.com

CE CREDITS: 8 Hrs Nursing (Complete course & exam);
Physicians: BRN accredited programs may be submitted as AMA PRA Category 2 Credit.
PEC is a provider approved by the California Board of Registered Nursing, Provider # 9890, Florida FBN #2219 for 7 Contact Hours.
Neither program planners nor presenters have any commercial conflict of interest.

2020 SEMINAR & LODGING SITES
A limited number of rooms at a preferred rate, have been arranged with the following hotel per site.
Call, (use code if stated) or use the direct website link (on our website) to make a reservation.
Be sure to reserve at least 30 days ahead to get a room and get the special discounted rate.

ANAHEIM, CA - JANUARY 22
SEMINAR & LODGING SITE:
Embassy Suite Anaheim South: 11767 Harbor Blvd. Garden Grove, CA 92840
Phone: (714) 539-3300 $119/149

JACKSONVILLE, FL - FEBRUARY 26
HOST: Ascension St. Vincent Healthcare
SEMINAR SITE:
Bryan Auditorium Southside Hospital
4201 Belfort Rd. Jacksonville, FL 32206
LODGING: No room block established.

RENO, NV - APRIL 8
SEMINAR & LODGING SITE:
Whitney Peak Resort: 255 N Virginia St, Reno, 89501
Phone: (775) 398-5400 $119/159/259 PEC0420

SACRAMENTO, CA - APRIL 27
HOST: UC Davis Medical Center
SEMINAR SITE: M.I.N.D. Institute Room 1115
2825 50th St, Sacramento, CA 95817
LODGING: No room block/ We recommend: Courtyard Marriott Midtown: 422 Y St, Sacramento, CA 95817 Phone: (916) 455-6800

PROVIDENCE, RI - SEPTEMBER 22
HOST: Greater Boston area
SEMINAR & LODGING SITE:
Hyatt Place Warwick/Providence Airport
800 Jefferson Blvd, Warwick, RI 02886
Phone: (401) 738-8700

SEATTLE, WA - OCTOBER 14
SEMINAR & LODGING SITE:
DoubleTree Seattle AP Southcenter
16500 Southcenter Pkwy, Seattle, WA 98188
Phone: (206) 575-8220 $169/179 PEC ConferencesWHU

Please Post - Thank You!
DURING THIS ONE-DAY SEMINAR you will become familiar with the most current clinical practice recommendations for limited assessment of the fetus in utero. Highlights include use of ultrasound by OB practitioners including nurses and nurse-midwives for third trimester scans in the antepartum testing and triage units. The seminar will focus on essential observations of the fetus in third trimester. On site Ultrasound equipment and use of a Fetal Phantom for hands on experience; and simulated learning with SIMTICS Ultrasound online training modules.

**PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:**
- Fundamentals of Ultrasound Physics
- Imaging Orientation - Fetal Evaluation
- Anionic Fluid Evaluation - Biophysical Profile
- Fetal Lie - Use the Phantom
- Professional, Ethical & Documentation Issues
- Policy development resources
- MAY COMBINE WITH EFM ADVANCED REVIEW AND SAVE. Optional NCC EFM specialty exam on-site (see website for details)

This program presents the didactic component recommended in the AWHONN and ACNM guidelines. A Clinical Checklist is provided and reviewed to assist the individual in arranging follow-up clinical training, in their own setting. OB Clinical Simulation Modules available for purchase

**PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:**
This program provides the didactic component recommended by AWHONN in the NEW Ultrasound Examination for Nurses in Obstetric, Gynecologic, and Reproductive Medicine Settings: Clinical Competencies and Education Guide. At the conclusion of this program the participant will be able to:
- Understand the practice competencies for ultrasound use in the gynecologic and obstetric setting.
- Describe indications for OB third trimester limited examination.
- Understand basic principles of ultrasound physics/instrumentation: equipment keyboard and orientation. (Bring a picture of yours)
- Define the scope of patient education specific to antepartum fetal assessment and various clinical use of obstetrical ultrasound in the third trimester.
- Review use of limited ultrasound in OB triage.
- Discuss the indications for and implications of Biophysical Profiles in evaluating and managing at-risk pregnancy.
- Discuss the role of the clinician in performing limited obstetrical ultrasound for labor and delivery triage, including cervical length.
- Identify key elements of accountability and documentation specific to ultrasound implementation, evaluation, and billing.
- List the differences between standard, limited and specialized obstetrical ultrasound examinations.

**GUARANTEE - CANCELLATION - TAXES**
GUARANTEE: If you are not satisfied with the content and presentations of this program, notify the registrar by 12 noon on the day of attendance for refund of registration fees.
CANCELLATIONS: Up to 7 days before the program choose: Registration fee refund minus $25 per day administrative fee or full value credit letter. Cancellation within 7 days: No monetary refund. Send a substitute with a pre-printed registration fee (less $25/day administrative fee) which will allow you to apply fees to future program of your choice. If program cannot be held due to circumstances beyond our control (natural disaster, strike, etc.) the seminar will be rescheduled if possible. Registrants may choose free admission to the rescheduled program, or credit voucher good for any future PEC program. PEC reserves the right to substitute qualified speaker(s) in response to emergency circumstances beyond our control. CE tuition, travel/meal expenses are tax deductible. Consult your tax advisor for details.

**WHAT PEOPLE SAY...**
"The opportunity to pick up a transducer and utilize knobs was very helpful, and the PHANTOM really reinforced concepts!"
"Great class! Very LOGICALLY ORGANIZED. Subject taught interesting and DONT TO EARTH, manner."
"EXCELLENT, INFORMATIVE, ENJOYABLE."
DURING THIS ONE-DAY SEMINAR you will become familiar with the most current clinical practice recommendations for limited assessment of the fetus in utero. Highlights include use of ultrasound by OB practitioners including nurses and nurse-midwives for third trimester scans in the antepartum testing and triage units. The seminar will focus on essential observations of the fetus in third trimester. On site ultrasound equipment and use of a Fetal Phantom for hands on experience; and simulated learning with SIMTICS Ultrasound online training modules.

**PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:**
- Fundamentals of Ultrasound Physics
- Imaging Orientation - Fetal Evaluation
- Amniotic Fluid Evaluation - Biophysical Profile
- Fetal Lie - Use the Phantom
- Professional, Ethical & Documentation Issues
- Policy development resources

**This program presents the didactic component recommended in the AWHONN and ACNM guidelines.** A Clinical Checklist is provided and reviewed to assist the individual in arranging follow-up clinical training, in their own setting. OB Clinical Simulation Modules available for purchase.

**PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:**

This program provides the didactic component recommended by AWHONN in the **NEW Ultrasound Examination for Nurses in Obstetric, Gynecologic, and Reproductive Medicine Settings: Clinical Competencies and Education Guide.** At the conclusion of this program the participant will be able to:

- Understand the practice competencies for ultrasound use in the gynecologic and obstetric setting.
- Describe indications for OB third trimester limited examination.
- Understand basic principles of ultrasound physics/instrumentation: equipment keyboard and orientation. (Bring a picture of yours)
- Define the scope of patient education specific to antepartum fetal assessment and various clinical use of obstetrical ultrasound in the third trimester.
- Review use of limited ultrasound in OB triage.
- Discuss the indications for and implications of Biophysical Profiles in evaluating and managing at-risk pregnancy.
- Discuss the role of the clinician in performing limited obstetrical ultrasound for labor and delivery triage, including cervical length.
- Identify key elements of accountability and documentation specific to ultrasound implementation, evaluation, and billing.
- List the differences between standard, limited and specialized obstetrical ultrasound examinations.

**GUARANTEE - CANCELLATION - TAXES**

**Guarantee** If you are not satisfied with the content and presentations of this program, notify the registrar by 12 noon 1st day of attendance for refund of registration fees.

**Registrations: Up to 7 days before the program close; Registration for refund minus $25 per day administrative fee or full value credit letter. Cancellation within 7 days: No monetary refund. Send a substitute or secure credit letter minus $25 per day administrative fee** which will allow you to apply fees to future program of your choice. If program cannot be held due to circumstances beyond our control (natural disaster, strike, etc.) the seminar will be rescheduled if possible. Registrants may choose free admission to the rescheduled program, or credit voucher good for any future PEC program. PEC reserves the right to substitute qualified speaker(s) in response to emergency circumstances beyond our control. CE tuition, travel/meal expenses are tax deductable. Consult your tax advisor for details.

---

**Limited OB Ultrasound**

- 7:00 Check-In - Continental Breakfast
- 7:30 **GUIDELINES FOR PERFORMING EXAMS**
  - Categories of Ultrasound Exams
  - Limited/Point of Care • Standard • Specialized
- 1:15 “UP CLOSE” PRACTICE SESSIONS:
  - Abdominal and Simulated Scans
- 4:00 EXAM: POST TEST FOR MASTERY
- 5:00 Adjourn

**REGISTRATION: Limited OB Ultrasound**

**EASY REGISTRATION METHODS: Register on-line @ www.proedcenter.com**

**CALL TODAY With Any Major Credit Card:** 9am-3:30pm M-F (PST)

**Mail Your Registration To:** Professional Education Center: P.O. Box 7447 Chico, CA 95927-7447

---

**WHAT PEOPLE SAY...**

"The opportunity to pick up a transducer and utilize knobs was very helpful, and the PHANTOM really reinforced concepts!"

"The PRACTICAL POINTS and CLINICAL CHECKLIST gave me just what I needed to go back and set up my own hands-on experience. I was amazed at how simple it was to apply once I got back into my clinical setting!"

"Great class! Very LOGICALLY ORGANIZED, Subject taught interesting and DOWN TO EARTH, manner."

"EXCELLENT, INFORMATIVE, ENJOYABLE."
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Those performing limited fetal assessment:
Office, Clinic, L&D, & Triage Nurses
Midwives - WHNPs - MDs - PAs
All Those Interested in Advanced
and Billable Skills!

Visit our website & register on-line for this
seminar as part of our complete
Ultimate Ultrasound Training Program
www.proedcenter.com

CE CREDITS: 8 Hrs Nursing (Complete course & exam);
Physicians: BRN accredited programs may be submitted as AMA PRA Category 2 Credit.
PEC is a provider approved by the California Board of Registered Nursing, Provider #9890, Florida FBN #2219
for 7 Contact Hours
Neither program planners nor presenters have any commercial conflict of interest.
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Call, (use code if stated) or use the direct website link (on our website) to make a reservation.
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SACRAMENTO, CA - APRIL 27
HOST: UC Davis Medical Center
SEMINAR SITE:
M.I.N.D. Institute Room 1115
2825 50th St, Sacramento, CA 95817
LODGING:
No room block/We recommend:
Courtyard Marriott Midtown: 422 Y St, Sacramento, CA 95817 Phone: (916) 455-6800

PROVIDENCE, RI - SEPTEMBER 22
HOST: Greater Boston area
SEMINAR & LODGING SITE:
Hyatt Place Warwick/Providence Airport
800 Jefferson Blvd, Warwick, RI 02886
Phone: (401) 738-8700

SEATTLE, WA - OCTOBER 14
SEMINAR & LODGING SITE:
DoubleTree Seattle AP Southcenter
16500 Southcenter Pkwy, Seattle, WA 98188
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AFFORDABLE TRAINING
Expand and Add this Billable Skill to Your Practice

Meets AWHONN Criteria for
Limited Ultrasound Didactic Education.
GET “Up-Close” Experience with the Fetal Phantom

*Comprehensive Skill Review and
Registration Discount
when you combine with the EFM Review